
 

 
HWTrek Simplifies IoT Development and Manufacturing Supply Chain Collaboration  

 
Seamless online collaboration tools accelerate product development and go-to-market 

 

Additional Supporting Quotes 

“HWTrek is solving the hard thing about hardware - actually getting great ideas made at scale 
and quality. Anyone in the hardware ecosystem should look at how to partner with what HWTrek 
is putting together.” — Jonathan Palley, Co-founder and CEO of Spire 

"HWTrek is experienced in its collaboration with global startups and this enables us to locate our 
target clients effectively and to understand their demand as well as user scenario of our 
products. We are able to approach a huge number of overseas innovations through HWTrek." 
— Daria Chen, Technical Manager at MCS (MediaTek Cloud Sandbox) 

“HWTrek is building a valuable platform and global network to connect hardware entrepreneurs 
worldwide to the "Silicon Valley's" of hardware in Taipei and Southern China. The team is made 
up of people with significant heritage from the world's top electronics manufacturers. HWTrek 
can help you establish or boost your familiarity with the opportunities and best practices in this 
industry or to provide an on-demand extension to your team overseas.” — Nathan Meryash, 
CTO of Keen Home 

“HWTrek precisely matches the requirements of hardware innovators and professional supply 
chain industry experts in a new way of helping ideas to succeed to become real. Via our good 
experience on the HWTrek platform, Kingbrother is continually improving its services for 
innovators.” — Sammi Wu, Vice President at Kingbrother 

“Sharing CAD models with potential manufacturing partners can be an ordeal at the best of 
times. The HWTrek platform would be amazingly helpful for the bidding process,” — Jesse 
Vincent, co-founder and CTO of Keyboardio 

"The HWTrek hardware development ecosystem platform has helped EMTek transition from the 
traditional testing industry into the online supplier. Now we have more and more opportunities 
coming from all over the world." — Christy Pan, Sales Manager at EMTEK 

“I’ve launched multiple consumer electronics products in the market and I know how incredibly 
difficult it is to find the right manufacturers and suppliers here that are high quality and that meet 
the reliability standards. I’ve been working with HWTrek for six months now—a fantastic 
experience so far to get connected to the right suppliers through the platform.HWTrek is a 
fantastic platform to meet the right quality, top class suppliers that are reliable because go 
through the approval process of HWTrek.” — Arun Buduri, Founder and Chief Product Officer of 
WatchRx 

 
 
  



 

About HWTrek (Hardware Trek) 
HWTrek is a unique ecosystem where hardware Creators and industry Experts meet and create 
smart hardware for the future, based in Taiwan and Shenzhen. HWTrek simplifies the hardware 
creation process by providing online planning and team collaboration tools and direct access to 
quality manufacturers and industry experts. Learn more about HWTrek: http://www.hwtrek.com 
or follow @HWTrek. 
 
Contact: 
William Andrew Albano, HWTrek 
Tel: +886-2-2769-1698 | +886-2-2742-3301 
Email: william.albano@hwtrek.com 
Skype: william.andrew.albano 
WeChat: niubi_88 

http://www.hwtrek.com/
http://www.twitter.com/HWTrek

